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Turn Outdated Posters Into Folders and Bookmarks
1. Cut off 2” from each side of the poster.

2. Fold the piece that you just cut off in half. This will be your double-sided bookmark. 

3. Fold poster vertically in half. 

4. To create the pocket portion of your folder, open your vertically folded poster and position   
 an 8.5” x 11” piece of paper on one side. From the botom, fold up the amount of poster    
 that willl adequately hold your paper. Be sure the pockets are deep enough to hold your   
 paper in but no to deep that your paper will stick out the top of your folder.

5. Place wo pieces of tape on each fold that you just made.

6. These instructions may vary according to the size of the posters. Steps 3 and 4 may want   
 to be completed to determine if steps 1 and 2 are necessary or need to be adjusted.

To watch it being done, watch this video: 
https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=10153078722809596&set=vb.48210899595&ype=2&theater
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